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Madam Chair,

I stand in opposition of Senate Bill 2031 on the basis that while there is definitely a problem with 
prescription drug prices, adding more government regulation to the mix is not the solution.  

“There ought to be a law!” and “We have to do something!” 

Those are two sentences that advocates of smaller government hate to hear, especially when said by 
typically conservative lawmakers. 

The jist of this bill is to create a pilot
program for the State Insurance
Commissioner to be put in the position
of negotiating with drug makers to
lower prices for retired state employees.
(If the pilot program “works” it is
presumed it would be expanded.

One question that should be raised is:
wouldn’t it be better to negotiate a deal
with the health insurance company that
provides all state employees with health
insurance, and create a side-benefit for
retirees that way? - sort of our North
Dakota’s own version of Medicare Part
D. It would seem that it would be easier
for an existing insurance company to
negotiate and cover these costs than
trying to invent a new process and new
bureaucracies to put the state’s
insurance commissioner in charge of
drug prices.

The most egregious feature of this bill is
that it attempts to normalize deferring
North Dakota policies to the policies of
Canada. (Bernie Sanders would love this idea!)

Even more amazing is that recently, North Dakota State University published a paper regarding the 
dangers of pharmaceutical price controls. 

We are expending tax dollars to develop academic research at our publically funded 
universities showing that these are bad policies - but yet some legislators want to push forward. 
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As legislatures ramp up across America, states are seeing new attempts to help expand access and 
decrease the cost of health care for Americans.

Lowering the actual cost of health care — specifically prescription drug costs — 
requires an overarching look at the system patients use to obtain medicine. Waving
a simple magic wand and enacting price controls won't solve the problem. In fact, it 
creates new problems for patients whose cures still need to arrive on the market.

As the nation's oldest taxpayer advocacy organization, National Taxpayers Union 
stands firmly on the side of taxpayers and patients as we look at reducing the costs
taxpayers and patients pay for health care.

State legislators have already introduced a bill in North Dakota that creates a pilot
program seeking to lower the prices of high-cost drugs in state-regulated health
plans. NTU has voiced concerns about previous versions of this bill because the
general enforcement mechanism of price setting will, unfortunately, backfire and
create unintended consequences of lower access and reduced innovation in the

prescription drug market. As a September 2019 study by the Information
Technology & Innovation Foundation finds, "it is simply not true that government

can impose significant price controls without damaging the chances for future
cures."

North Dakota Senate Bill 2031 will further endanger access to lifesaving treatment 
for North Dakotans who need newly innovated pharmaceutical solutions to their 
health care problems. The cost of bringing a prescription drug to market is 
expensive. North Dakota patients shouldn’t let the Canadian government’s drug 
pricing system become their own and hinder the availability of the latest 
medications they need.

The current version of this bill also attempts to penalize companies that might pull 
their drugs from the state because of the proposed price-control schedule based on
Canadian drug prices. Beyond the question of enforceability, the inclusion of this 
provision itself acknowledges that prescription drug access will diminish under a 
system where the government sets prices.



A recent December 2022 report from North Dakota State University’s Dr. Raymond
March concludes, “Thousands of examples and a large body of research

consistently find price controls fail to deliver while causing considerable harm.
Implementing them in North Dakota would be a disastrous misdiagnosis.” He’s

right.
National Taxpayers Union stands ready to assist state lawmakers as they pursue a 
holistic and thorough look at how to find cost-saving measures for patients and 
increase competition for health care. However, the unintended consequences of 
this North Dakota bill need to be considered, and it should not pass.


